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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to analyze the determinants of entrepreneurial performance in French competitiveness clusters. Based on two case studies, we propose an analysis of the major determinants on which business support policies can be designed. Emphasis will be placed on practices of governance, university-industry interface and entrepreneurial capabilities. Key words: Entrepreneurship, Performance and Clusters



INTRODUCTION Since 2005, French Government has launched a new innovation policy called the “French Competitive Poles Policy”. Its main objective is to catalyze innovation in 71 French Clusters by financing and supporting collaboration projects between universities and businesses. Another objective is to improve overall competitiveness by improving the development of new businesses and existing ones. This article focuses on this second objective through an exploratory analysis of the determinants of entrepreneurial performance in French Competitive Poles. To surpass traditional approaches of performance evaluation in clusters, we will take into account the capacity of clusters – and the policies by which they are structured – to create innovation by introducing an entrepreneurial dynamic. Lastly, a case study of two competitiveness clusters will enable us to provide examples and discuss in a more concrete way the concepts derived from this new approach to classifying and evaluating competitiveness clusters.



COMPETITIVENESS CLUSTERS AND ENTREPRENEURIAL PERFORMANCE The concept of cluster is widely diffused and used indiscriminately by governments of all countries, to the degree that some authors (Andersson et al., 2004 ; Boekholt & Thuriaux, 1



1999) have identified it as a stand alone category of public policy termed “Cluster Policy.” However, this term refers to very different realities with a wide variety of forms and definitions, from a non-random spatial concentration of entities focusing on a specific economic activity (Ellison and Glaeser, 1997) to a French-style innovation ecosystem known as a competitiveness cluster (“pôle de compétitivité”): “A competitiveness cluster is, in a given territory, an association of enterprises, research centres and training establishments committed to a partnership approach (joint development strategy) designed to create synergies in innovative projects jointly developed with a view to penetrating one or more markets.” i



Most existing clusters have emerged and developed without any specific public encouragement. Nevertheless, thanks to the success of clusters which are now known throughout the world – Silicon Valley and Route 128 (Saxenian, 1994) for example – pressure is growing for public policies which support cluster development with a view to boosting economic performance and, at the same time, generating political capital (Oxford Research AS, 2008). Retour (2009) summarises these different French and international approaches in a typology, which combines various types of partnership and public sector interventions. The actors themselves want to be involved in joint-projects (industrial vocabulary and register)



Collaboration is recognised and reinforced by the public authorities (vocabulary and register of public action)



The partners are all enterprises



Industrial districts



Local Productive Systems (LPS)



The partners are organisation of different types: enterprises, universities, etc.



“Clusters”



Competitiveness clusters



The competitiveness clusters as a form of interorganizational collaboration : source (Retour, 2009)



A traditional approach of entrepreneurial performance Entrepreneurial performance can be measured through a set of traditional economic indicators such as firm creation rate, survival rate, the percentage of enterprises taken over, the size of the SMEs, the percentage of SMEs active in the export market, etc. In France, these indicators are commonly used by INSEE (French national statistics), which therefore provides every two years a set of data available by sector and region.



However, such data is not readily available for French Competitive Clusters, which are not taken into account by statisticians, mainly because their spatial and sectorial borders are not 2



agreed on. Such difficulties to define clusters geographically, industrially and institutionally are relatively common (Martin & Sunley, 2003), especially if the clusters are potential or emerging ones (Feser & Luger, 2003).



Nevertheless, it is possible to establish some indicators such as (the firm creation rate, the size of SMEs and the percentage of SMEs active in the export market) and to compare them with average figures for the sectors and regions concerned. In this research, we will extend the scope of analysis, entrepreneurial performance will not solely be based on effective performance but also the determinants of such performance. In this perspective, two major approaches should be mentioned, the GEM’s and the OECD’s. The GEM’s entrepreneurial vitality indicator The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) is a worldwide research project whose objective is to measure entrepreneurial activity around the world through a comparison of national surveys around the world. At the heart of GEM’s methodology, is the following postulate: “whether they operate singly or in partnership with others, entrepreneurs are individuals who initiate the activities which lead to the creation of enterprises or entrepreneurial projects. Different management strategies are then applied to these new companies. Some of them will never take on employees, while others will penetrate the market and become important sources of employment”.



The fruit of these individual and collective efforts in the field of enterprise creation is the basis of what the GEM terms economic entrepreneurial activity. This activity engenders economic and social benefits of different kinds in different territorial units: cities, regions, provinces or countries. The data collected in the GEM survey make it possible to examine individual cases, analysing the motivations of individuals for embarking upon an entrepreneurial career, and defining the type of enterprises that they set up in the area in which they live. The index of entrepreneurial activity can be compared to the rate of activity of the market, which itself constitutes an indicator of entrepreneurial vitality.



The GEM approach is original and interesting in that it goes beyond the limiting criterion of measuring entrepreneurial performance in terms of enterprise creation and focuses on other factors, particularly factors such as ongoing enterprise creation projects. However, this
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approach is also criticized for its methodological limits for it compiles different data sets and ends up with a ranking of entrepreneurial activity of all countries participating in the survey.



The OECD approach of entrepreneurial performance



The OECD Eurostat entrepreneurship indicator programme represents an initial attempt to collect, compare and analyse international data on new job-creating enterprises. By measuring the rate of creation or closure of new companies, by studying the factors which enable them to grow, and by evaluating the impact of small companies on employment, economic activity and trade, the programme attempts to build a database capable of helping the public authorities develop an encouraging environment for entrepreneurship. The OECD’s approach focuses to a greater degree on determinants which cover a range of factors either favouring or militating against entrepreneurship. In this sense, the OECD’s approach is more dynamic and exhaustive than the GEM’s. It uses more performance inductors or factors either favouring the dynamic (levers) or hindering it (obstacles). However, like the GEM approach, it tends to emphasis the macroeconomic level. Evaluations of entrepreneurial performance are mainly applied at the national level.



Entrepreneurial performance indicators Source: OECD, 2009 The advantage of the OECD approach is that it covers not only enterprise creation but also the creation of jobs and wealth. The impacts of entrepreneurial performance on job creation at the national scale, as well as on economic growth, poverty reduction and the formalisation of the informal sector can thus be analysed at the level of individual countries. Like the GEM, the
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OECD provides an analysis of entrepreneurial performance focusing on determinants such as market access, access to funding, R&D and technology, and various forms of regulation, as well as entrepreneurial spirit and entrepreneurial culture.



Determinants of entrepreneurial performance Source : OECD, 2008
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In terms of the entrepreneurial performance of competitiveness clusters, we have access, thanks to cluster reports, to statistics concerning the number of enterprises and establishments set up in 2008 and since 2006. However, we do not figures on job creation and value creation.



If we focus on the determinants of entrepreneurial performance and apply them to competitiveness clusters, the regulatory framework disappears. In effect, national legislation is generally applied to the regions. The only exception is local taxes (land and business tax), which could a priori have an impact on the geographical choices of SMEs in terms of where to set up their business.ii Insofar as market conditions are concerned, we can also ignore antitrust laws, which are applied nationally, and access to debt financing in the field of access to funding. This gives us the following table:



capacities.



Adapted from OECD 2009
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Entrepreneurial capacity for performance



The entrepreneurial performance of a cluster depends on its ability to provide an environment which encourages innovation and entrepreneurship in its given fields of activity, thereby increasing productivity, quality and competitiveness. Such an environment is characterised by knowledge “spillover” phenomena which occur when employees change firms or when entrepreneurs exploit ideas developed at research centres or other companies. These phenomena are essential to the genesis of new innovative firms which absorb and exploit excess knowledge, thereby transforming it into economic knowledge. However, the development of such firms depends on easy access to qualified labour in the local market, which makes it possible to cut personnel and training costs, especially in start-ups and SMEs.



In order to create this favourable environment in competitiveness clusters, public actors can play a direct role in creating structures, which make access to these resources to incumbent firms. It is in this sense that public action can generate entrepreneurial capacity, understood as potential resources and competencies, which can be used to create new firms and boost the growth of existing ones. In order to depict entrepreneurial capacity, we will now focus on two levers: entrepreneurial infrastructure and entrepreneurial competencies.



Entrepreneurial infrastructure Entrepreneurial infrastructure are support structures whose main objective is to encourage the emergence of new projects for creating firms and/or developing start-ups and rapidly expanding SMEs. In competitiveness clusters, this infrastructure spans business nurseries (“pepinières d’entreprises”), incubators and specific frameworks designed to boost growth in SMEs.



Business nurseries and incubators Long before the creation of competitiveness clusters, the public authorities introduced a number of policies designed to promote entrepreneurship. In the 1980s, the local authorities introduced the concept of “business nurseries” (“pepinières d’entreprises”), structures which host and support entrepreneurs running projects and setting up firms and help them to find an economic niche.
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There are around 230 business nurseries in Franceiii. Covering the entire country, most of them are multi-sectorial. Thereby, few of them have real working contacts with competitiveness clusters. However, it should be noted that certain specialised incubators are attached to competitiveness clusters. An example is provided by CAPS (Communauté d’Agglomération du Plateau de Saclay), which has three sites within the System@tic cluster.



Another policy targeting the development of entrepreneurial support structures was introduced by the Ministry of Research and the Ministry of Economics, Finance and Industry in 1999. The policy consisted in launching a call for projects for the setting up of incubation structures. The objective was to promote scientific applications via by setting up companies based on collaborations between researchers and researcher-entrepreneurs. Thirty-one incubator projects were selected between July 1999 and December 2000 and launched between December 1999 and April 2002. Currently, twenty-nine of those incubators are still active. Unlike business nurseries, incubators principally target entrepreneurs and concentrate on providing intellectual services, including not only training, coaching and expertise, but also a service for insertion into relevant networks (financial, business network, etc.). The specificity of incubators supported by the ministry responsible for research is to be found in their emphasis on innovative projects deriving from or associated with public sector research undertaken by private firms located near a scientific site with a view to maintaining close relations with research centres.



Some incubators are linked to competitiveness clusters. For example, Paris Bio Tech is associated with the Medicen cluster. However, generally speaking, due to their low degree of specialisation, most incubators do not have close ties to the clusters. This is all the more regrettable in that the performance of accredited incubators is highly satisfactory. In effect, in the space of seven years, from 2000 to 2006, 1,732 projects have been hosted by incubators, and 1,050 firms set up, of which 901 are still trading (a survival rate of 86%). iv 45% of those companies are active in the public research sector, 50% are linked to public research by partnership contracts, and 5% operate in the private research sector. As of December 31, 2006, the 901 companies still in existence were estimated to provide the equivalent of 4,200 full time jobs, or just over five jobs per company.v Even if most incubators are not geared up to host projects from a particular sector, they encourage the creation of firms in dominant sectors such as life sciences and biotechnologies (35%), information and communication technologies (32%), and engineering science (29%).vi 8



This specialisation in terms of the output of firms has led some clusters to develop a more structured incubation policy, working with incubators to support entrepreneurs and with business nurseries to host new companies during their first year of existence. These infrastructural resources have a definite impact on the cluster’s dynamic. In function of these resources and their accessibility, new companies will more easily find a place in one or more of the local business networks relevant to their needs. The company will then have the opportunity to overcome the initial difficulties with which it will inevitably be faced and better confront the uncertainties of the future (Julien, 2009).



Programmes to catalyze growth of SMEs The entrepreneurial infrastructure also includes a network composed of start-ups and SMEs. Some clusters have developed policies, which unambiguously aim at boosting the local entrepreneurial environment, notably by focusing on the growth of existing SMEs rather than on enterprise creation. For example, the policy applied at System@tic focuses on creating an efficient innovation ecosystem encouraging growth by “attracting enterprises with 20-50 employees, and up to 500, 2,000 and even 10,000 employees.” Policies like this one explicitly aim to accelerate the growth of SMEs by offering access to funding, business networks including SMEs and large companies, and foreign markets via international distribution networks. This offer can be combined with entrepreneurship support structures to provide a development lever for start-up companies.



In the final analysis, it can be observed that entrepreneurial infrastructure exists in clusters in the form of structures such as incubators, which provide aid and advice to entrepreneurs, and, to a lesser degree, business nurseries, which provide support to start-up companies in their early years of existence. Lastly, structures specifically designed to accelerate growth in independent enterprises and SMEs are also available. However, this entrepreneurial infrastructure is still made up of structures which do not have insufficient links with the clusters and which have even less links with one another and which are thus unable to provide a complete and coherent offer for entrepreneurs and creators. This is an important area on which public actors could work with a view to reinforcing the entrepreneurial capacity of clusters in terms of infrastructure.
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Entrepreneurial competencies It is commonly admitted that “it is no longer merely the number of workers which determines growth and competitiveness processes in the economy but, rather, the level of qualification of those workers.” (Bentabet, 2010). This brings us back to the question of competencies in competitiveness clusters and, in particular, entrepreneurial competencies, which determine entrepreneurial performance. The issue of competencies in competitiveness clusters is predetermined by the structural difficulties inherent in the relationship between training and employment in France, which is impacted by factors such as the size of businesses and branch regulations. As SMEs have a major influence on the French economy, the problem arises of competencies within such firms, in terms of both employees and directors. In regard to competitiveness clusters, two problems emerge:  The relative lack of involvement of SMEs in continuous training which concerns both their directors and their employees.  The traditional sector-based approach to managing competencies which makes it difficult for a territory-based style of competency management to emerge.



Formal continuous training in SMEs Currently, 55% of people working in the private sector are employed by SMEs. Now, the level of qualification of people working in SMEs is lower than in large companies. Furthermore, Dayan (2008) has shown that over the long-term (1976-2006) enterprises with less than 10 employees were the most dynamic with a rate of 62% of new jobs created. Dayan observes that this rate regularly diminishes as a function of the size of the enterprise, culminating in a negative rate (-36%) for companies with over 500 employees.



Traditionally, independent businesses and SMEs offer relatively little in the way of continuous training. This particularity is by no means unique to France. In a CEREQ survey on continuous professional training either partially or entirely funded by enterprises in 27 European countries (Checcaglini et Marion-Vernoux, 2008), it was found that SMEs across Europe focused less on providing training to their personnel than did large companies. A substantial majority of European companies with over 50 employees, which do not provide training choose not to do so for two main reasons. Firstly, the skills of their employees already correspond to their corporate needs due to their having recruited suitably qualified 10



personnel (Checcaglini and Marion-Vernoux, 2010). The involvement of enterprises with between 10 and 49 employees in continuous in-service training is “encouraged by structural factors such as belonging to a group, the existence of a large proportion of executives in the company (proportion of executives and intermediary professions), the seasonal aspect of the enterprise’s activities, the introduction of an innovative service or product, or quality objectives when recent recruitments seem, on the contrary to have prevented them from investing in training.” (Checcaglini and Marion-Vernoux, 2010).



In SMEs, continuous in-service education is provided in the workplace in an informal fashion. Temporarily replacing a director or employee poses a real organisational problem and creates extra work for the remaining staff. This is particularly true in that independent businesses and SMEs have relatively small budgets. In effect, tax rates vary according to the size of the enterprise:  0.55% of the wage bill for micro-enterprises with between 1 and 9 employees.  1.05% for Very Small Enterprises with between 10 and 19 employees.  1.6% for enterprises with over 20 employees, a category which covers SMEs with between 20 and 249 employees.



Source CEREQ 2007



Moreover, the principal indicators suggest that access to professional training in Very Small Enterprises and SMEs is substantially lower than the national average. Employees in Very
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Small Enterprises and SMEs are not only less qualified than their counterparts in larger companies but have fewer possibilities in terms of accessing continuous training. 2007 10-19 emp. 20-49 emp. 50-249 emp. 250-499 emp. 500-1999 emp. +2000 emp. Financial Participation Rate 1.28 1.86 2.3 2.7 3.35 3.97 Rate of access to continuous training 14.3 21.9 36 45.1 53.4 58.9 Average Length of Internship 28.28 26.33 26.01 27.03 29.14 35.27



Source CEREQ 2007 Thus, small companies are characterised by the fact that “they provide less formal training, circulate a smaller amount of information, appraise needs less frequently, and have less well defined policies.” (Bentabet, 2010). Bentabet (2010) notes four main obstacles to training in small companies:  The complex attitude of directors of small companies to training. Most directors reject forms of learning characteristic of schools. In effect, employees learn either from their employers or from more experienced employees via a “trickle-down effect” occurring in “on the job” training.  The lack of interest in training on the part of employees, a lack of interest which can be linked to the relatively low level of qualifications in Very Small Enterprises and SMEs.  The technical constraints of externalised training. Problems concerning the distance between the company and the training centre, and the availability of employees.  The lack of resources for piloting training. Problems of time and means faced by the head of the enterprise. All these elements contribute to the fact that small companies only invest to a small degree in continuous education. A potential solution would be to approach training bodies belonging to the competitiveness cluster with a view to sharing needs and adapting their offer to the problems encountered by such firms. But local actors can also take this approach and eventually set up territorial skills management systems.



The emergence of territory-based skills management system
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Tota



2.92



42.9 30.22



Traditionally, the kind of continuous professional training provided by enterprises is regulated at the branch level. But since decentralisation initial training has been managed and regulated at the regional level. Training (initial, continuous, apprenticeship) pursues several different objectives (Bel, 2007):  increasing the educational of level of all citizens in the National Education System ;  producing workers with the skills required by enterprises ;  contributing to regional development by providing regional councils with structural facilities and  aiding the fight against exclusion and developing equity in the State and the regions.



However, public interventions in the field of professional training have taken the form of the introduction of institutional innovations following relatively pacific social negotiations (Mériaux, 1999). Emerging forms of territorial regulation have been applied in an attempt to “de-sectorise” public interventions and integrate initial and continuous training into a single approach while taking professional insertion requirements and work and employment conditions into account (Mériaux and Verdier, 2009).



In regard to approaches to regulating employment and training, two major configurations seem to have emerged:  In the wake of regionalisation, the “still hypothetical (emergence) of a regional governance structure covering work and qualifications.” (Mériaux and Verdier, 2009). This nevertheless poses the question of which territories should be included.  “The hesitant elaboration of “collaborative” governance structures covering employment and training” (Mériaux and Verdier, 2009) in territorial economic development issues. The difficulty here is converting them into sustainable rules.



In terms of the development of competitiveness clusters, the introduction of a system for managing skills is a perennially important issue concerning a number of actors, including enterprises, training organisms, territorial collectivities, and the cluster’s governance structure. However, the emergence of competitiveness clusters obliges these various actors to work together (to achieve pre-determined results). This contributes to the development of different forms of proximity: geographical, institutional and organisational (Gilly and Lung, 2008). Geographical proximity is particularly relevant in view of the geographical
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concentration of clusters. The importance of organisational proximity increases with the implementation of a governance structure and the definition of objectives and the allocation of shared resources. And it also increases with in line with the cognitive proximity between the various members of the cluster, that is their capacity to use a common language, to develop the same relation to time, etc. As new networks are deployed, intermediaries emerge to administer the training/work relationship. In effect, those intermediaries coordinate actors involved in the employment/training in order to define shared objectives and manage the resources required to achieve them.



Concerns about continuous professional training in competitiveness clusters are mainly articulated around entrepreneurs and their ability to manage effectively. Courses in industrial property law and organisation are particularly popular. Since a number of clusters are faced by a shortfall in available labour, local public actors and enterprises, it would be useful to define a strategy for managing competencies at the local level. Concerning the training of employees, the earliest evaluation reports (CMI-BCG, CAS) described shortcomings in skills management programmes and especially in continuous training in recently established clusters.



A survey of ten French competitiveness clusters carried out for the CAS by Alpha Geste in 2008 highlighted a number of market effects:  The impact of competitiveness clusters is limited to precise segments of the labour market (high levels of qualification, specific geographical areas).  The initial advanced training depends to a large degree on the presence of clusters and their specific areas of activity.  Clusters naturally offer a framework providing a rapprochement between perspectives concerning the evolution of needs and developments in the management of competencies.  Clusters attempt to eschew short-termism and encourage actors in the labour market to prepare for the future together, particularly through the development of territorial GPECs.vii



Competitiveness clusters are therefore likely to offer a platform for the training/employment relationship. Typically, this new approach to the territorial management of the 14



training/employment relationship can take the form of territorialised institutional arrangements.viii These institutional arrangements sometimes manifest themselves as new initial or continuous training programmes, new forward planning employment and skills programmes, the development of job spaces,ix and the elaboration of training maps.



Imaginove is representative of competitiveness clusters implementing a territorial approach to skills management. Located in the Rhône-Alpes region, it focuses on video games, cinema, animation and interactive multimedia. 97.2% of its member companies are SMEs.



Via Imaginove competencies, the cluster drew up a map of its areas of specialisation and of the training programmes available in the Rhône-Alpes region. Imaginove competencies certifies initial and continuous training courses and creates new ones (both initial and continuous) corresponding to the cluster’s needs. It helps enterprises develop their training plans and provides subsidised inter-firm training for member companies. The cluster took over the training programmes set up following the signature of a Professional Training Development (EDFP) contract. Made available to other sectors in the cluster, the service, which became “Imaginove competencies”, is now used by all the cluster’s employees and directors. This is one of the rare cases in which continuous training has been shared. Such institutional arrangements illustrate the emergence of a territory-based approach to skills management.



Competitiveness clusters can thus become sites in which the training/employment relationship becomes truly intelligible. This in turn can encourage independent businesses and SMEs to broaden their temporal horizons and implement a genuine skills development strategy. In effect, by inserting small companies into various local networks, a number of obstacles to the development of competencies can be overcome:  by developing the capacity of the directors of SMEs to project themselves into the future and ;  by bridging actors in the training sphere, which boosts the cognitive proximity of the cluster’s actors.



Competitiveness cluster can therefore offer a platform for testing approaches to the management of local competencies not only by manes of practices designed to distribute those competencies but also through the development of a veritable territorial management system 15



encouraging the deployment of entrepreneurial competencies with a view to improving entrepreneurial performance.



METHODOLOGY



First of all, publicly available data on competitiveness clusters have been gathered through two institutional bodies:  The DGCIS is the “Direction Générale de la Compétitivité, de l’Industrie et des Services”. It is a developmental state-run agency whose mission is to develop competitiveness and growth of businesses in the industrial and service sector. The DGCIS also compiles several set of data on the 71 competitiveness clusters which are publicly available on their website  The CEREQ is the “ Centre d’Etudes et Recherches sur les Qualification”. It is staterun research centre whose mission is to develop data, research and recommendations on training and qualification. Based on their sector-based data on the expenditure on continuous training of SMEs (2438 declarations collected and consolidated by the CEREQ), we have generated a number of hypotheses.



Secondly, two case studies have been chosen for analysis. They have been chosen following two criterias : same localization in the Paris area and sectorial differences (Biotechnologies and Information Systems). These cases studies have been built through:  Primary data collection with thirty face to face interviews with various actors (entrepreneurs, business owners, policy managers, etc.) between March and April 2009. The proposed model is applied to two French competitive poles (Medicen and Systematic) which are based in the « Ile de France » region (Greater Paris).  Secondary data collection with the date collected form DGCIS and CEREQ as well as the websites of the two observed clusters. Furthermore, we have had opportunity to discuss our results in front of clusters’ reprensentatives and managers.



RESULTS We will first describe and compare from a quantitative point of view the role of entrepreneurship in the two clusters by describing their economic profile, the way in which their entrepreneurial capacities and infrastructures are managed.
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The economic structure of Medicen Medicen is larger in size compared to other competitiveness cluster (111 compared to 75 on average). It has a higher proportion of large companiesx and fewer mid-sized companies than average. Medicen’s economic structure



Total number of firms % of SME % of mid-sized companies % of large companies Medicen 111 85% 7.2% 7.2% Cluster average 75 81.3% 13.3% 4% Source: Competitiveness cluster reports 2008, DGCIS



In terms of employees, Medicen is a relatively small cluster. The average number of employees per enterprise is 83 as compared to 119 on average but Medicen has more executives than average. Around 40% of Medicen’s employees work in the production of pharmaceutical products: the cluster’s primary activity. However, the cluster accounts for only 5% of employees working in this sector in France. In geographical terms, Medicen is highly concentrated but most of the companies are controlled by non-French groups.



Medicen’s entrepreneurial performance (Business Creation and Growth) is markedly stronger than average as shown by the table below. There are fewer French companies and more independent enterprises than average. The number of SMEs in the cluster has increased substantially between 2007 and 2008 (54%), while the number of mid-sized companies diminished (-27%). On the whole, the growth rate of Medicen’s companies is higher than average. Medicen’s entrepreneurial performance



Endogenous growth 2008 Medicen Cluster average



N° of firms set N° of firms set up since N° of firms set up 2006 up 2 20 3 1.4 8 1.9 Sources: Competitiveness cluster reports 2008, DGCIS



N° of firms set up since 2006 25 11.5



The training structure of Medicen Medicen’s primary activity is classified as belonging to the Chemical Industry sector in the French 60 nomenclature. Based on the table below, we can hypothesize that Medicen’s companies spend a little more on continuous training than average for companies with
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between 20 and 1,999 employees. Enterprises with between 10 and 19 employees and those with over 2,000 employees spend a little less than average on continuous training. Financial participation rate Financial participation rate, 2007 Chemical Ind. Average



10-19 emp.



20-49 emp.



1.25 1.28



2.19 2.62 3.3 1.86 2.3 2.7 Source: CEREQ, Declaration 2483



50-249 emp.



250-499 emp.



500-1999 emp.



2000 and + emp.



Total



3.7 3.35



3.78 3.97



3.38 2.92



Furthermore, in the chemicals industry as a whole, the average length of internship is shorter than the average for all sectors. This difference is particularly apparent in enterprises with between 10 and 19 employees and in those with over 2,000 employees. It should, however, be noted that the pharmaceuticals industry tends to boost the statistics. It is legitimate to make the hypothesis that enterprises have participation rates and average lengths of internship close to the national average and above the legal rate of 1.32%



ALI 2007 Chemicals Ind. Moyenne



10-19 emp. 20.87 28.28



Average Length of Internship 250-499 20-49 emp. 50-249 emp. emp. 23.57 23.37 26.78 26.23 26.01 25.03 Source: CEREQ, Declaration 2483



500-1999 emp. 25.7 29.14



2000 et + emp. 31.02 35.27



Total 26.59 30.22



Problems linked to competencies were rarely mentioned by the heads of joint-projects at Medicen. However, the cluster provides continuous training courses delivered by partner universitiesxi. Courses are also organised by the LEEM (les enterprises du médicament) : the professional organisation representing the pharmaceuticals sector in France. The LEEM had also developed an inter-firm training program scheme called “Compétences Biotech 2010” whose objective is to develop business culture and medical skills.



This program is accessible to all the biotech firms in the cluster. It furnishes 116 hours of training in six different training modulesxii provided by training centres or higher education establishments. Medicen seems to have continued to organise its skills management approach on a sectorial basis, especially via the LEEM, which represents companies producing medications.



The entrepreneurial infrastructure of Medicen Although no cluster has its own incubator, all of them have access to a network of incubators and scientific promotion structures. Partner academic members provide contacts with research 18



centres, research institutes, graduate schools and universities. Strictly speaking, four incubators specialising in health sciences are associated with Medicen: Pasteur Biotop, Genopôle Entreprise, the Ecole Centrale de Paris’s incubator, the Ecole Polytechnique’s XTechnologies business nursery.



The objective of these incubators is to encourage the creation of academic spin-offs, or, in other words, to help industry exploit scientific research by setting up companies. To this end, they offer a number of support services characterised by methodological, financial and psychological aspects. For example, Pasteur Biotop provides seed capital, premises and a team of consultants. Over a ten-year period, fifteen biotech start-ups were set up at the Institut Pasteur’s incubator. The same is true for Genopôle.



Furthermore, Medicen includes structures informed by a wider conception of the role of incubators: in addition to the support provided to researchers interested in setting up their own firms, the cluster offers technological transfer programmes targeting industry. This is the case of the CEA-DSV, the INSERM Transfert subsidiary, and of the INRIA directorate. Nevertheless, at Medicen, there is no explicit policy involving a desire to develop closer links between incubators and member firms. At Medicen – as at System@tic, which has a genuine policy to foster the development of SMEs – the question of enterprise creation is not directly addressed. The task is left to the incubators: “any spin-offs from this eco-system are not directly dealt with by System@tic but by the incubators and the business nurseries” explains the SME representative of Medicen. Clearly, the objective is to boost the competitiveness of existing SMEs, notably by helping them to expand rapidly. In this growth process, certain axes of development are privileged to the detriment of others. For example, some spin-offs are keen to explore and develop promising but risky technologies which existing enterprises prefer not to develop themselves. Established enterprises can, in effect, decide not to support these new, innovative spin-off companies on the grounds that the potentially represent a source of competition. But established enterprises can also strike a more cooperative stance by helping to set up spin-off companies by injecting capital by purchasing shares, or by directing them to associated incubators.



The economic structure of System@tic System@tic economic structure
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Total N° of firms



Growth rate



SMEs



Growth rate



Mid-sized companies



Growth rate



Large companies



Growth rate



System@tic



249



40%



76%



44%



10.4%



13 %



13.6%



42 %



Average Cluster



75



16% 81.3% 22% 13.3% 7% Source : Competiveness cluster reports 2008, DGCIS



4%



3%



System@tic is three times bigger than the average cluster. It is composed of a higher proportion of large and mid-sized companies but it has fewer SMEs than average. The number of SMEs have grown rapidly between 2007 and 2008, as did the number of large companiesxiii. Overall, the growth rate is higher than average. Furthermore, a substantial number of independent enterprises and establishments controlled by French and foreign groups are joining the cluster.



In terms of employees, system@tic is almost seven times larger with a higher number of French-controlled enterprises than the average cluster. It also has more employees than the average cluster with average of 264 employees per entreprise compared to the average cluster’s 119. Around 26% of employees work in the primary activity of the cluster’s establishments – urban and suburban passenger transport – compared with 21.4% in the sector at the national level.



From a geographical standpoint, system@tic is present in 12 French regions through the establishments of its companies. However 88% of the cluster’s employees work in the Paris region. System@tic is more dynamic than average in foreign markets, with a higher rate of support for enterprises operating abroad and a higher export rate amongst its SMEs (40% compared to 26% on average).



Entrepreneurial performance at System@tic (defined by the number of enterprises and establishments set up) is substantially more impressive than average. According to reports published by the DGCIS, the average growth rate of System@tic’s member establishments was in the order of 39% (compared to an average for all clusters of 16%), and the number of independent enterprises associated with the cluster is growing fast. Lastly, System@tic is an attractive cluster with a growth rate of around 40% in terms of the number of associated enterprises. 20



Entrepreneurial Performance



Endogenous growth 2008 System@tic Cluster average



Number of Number of firms Number of Number of establishments firms set up set up since 2006 establishments set up set up since 2006 1 23 3 31 1.4 8 1.9 11.5 Sources: Competitiveness cluster reports 2008, DGCIS



Training and skills management of System@tic The cluster’s primary activity (urban and suburban passenger transport) is classified under the heading Terrestrial Transport in the French 60 Activities Nomenclature. Based on the data of the CEREQ, we can hypothesize that the companies in System@tic with over 2,000 employees spend a little more on continuous training than the sector average, whereas Companies between 10 and 1,999 spend a little less than the sector average. 10-19 emp. Terrestrial transport Average



1.12 1.28



Rate of financial participation in 2007 20-49 50-249 250-499 500-1999 emp. emp. emp. emp. 1.62 1.99 2.41 1.86 2.3 2.7 Source: CEREQ, Declaration 2483



3.34 3.35



2000 and + emp.



Total



6.56 3.97



4.42 2.92



Moreover, the average length of internship in the Terrestrial Transport sector is less than the average for sectors as a whole. This phenomenon is due to the number of enterprises with fewer than 1,999 employees, which spend less time on training than most other sectors (companies with over 2,000 employees dedicate more time to training than average).



ALI 2007 Terrestrial transport Average



10-19 emp.



Average Length of Internship in 2007 250-499 20-49 emp. 50-249 emp. emp.



500-1999 emp.



2000 an d + emp.



26.97 25.49 21.99 21.86 28.06 59.04 28.28 26.23 26.01 25.03 29.14 35.27 Source: CEREQ, Declaration 2483 (ALI: Average Length of Internship)



Total 47.57 30.22



System@tic has an original approach to the question of skills. Initially, a forward planning management system covering skills and employment was set up to identify competencies in complex systems which did not meet the cluster’s needs (12,000 systems engineers jobs in five years). The approach used was to carry out a survey of a sample of 70 enterprises in order to draw up a map of competencies and complex systems. An analysis of the offer was then
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undertaken by a piloting committee made up of schools, research laboratories and large companies but without a continuous training representative.



Furthermore,



an



international



benchmark



was



elaborated



in



order



to



generate



recommendations concerning the most effective approach to take to training. Since January 2009, continuous training organisms have joined the piloting committee with a view to developing complementary modules to help engineers acquire systems engineer profiles. A similar approach is being finalised for the “Innovation Business Developer” sector. Moreover, an action plan named “Ambition PME” was recently launched for the 2009-2011 period by System@tic, Opticsvalley (a Local Productive System) and the Paris Region Chamber of Commerce and Industry network. Aimed at Paris region-based SMEs in the “Optics and Complex Systems” ecosystem, the programme is articulated around four levers : Competencies Evolution in SMEs and Job Planning with personalized assessments and professional workshops ; Jobs and training compatibility with an access for SME’s to all skills systems maps such as “Business Developer in Innovation” programme ; Jobs platform for publishing and consulting offers and training programmes for SMEs directors. All these initiatives are linked to institutional arrangements emerging within the cluster. It thus seems that a territory-based approach to the management of entrepreneurial capacities is gradually being developed.



The entrepreneurial infrastructure of System@tic System@tic does not attempt to maximise the number of SMEs participating in its projects (SMEs involved in projects at System@tic are fewer than average). Instead, it has chosen to pursue a targeted development policy. A representative of the cluster explained: “our core activity consists, rather, of taking enterprises which have to some degree already established themselves and to help them expand. The idea is to help companies with between 20 and 50 employees grow into companies with 500, 2,000 or even 10,000 employees.” In order to support this development, System@tic has reserved a number of calls for FUI project funding to SMEs. “The cluster decided that one of these calls for projects would be reserved for SMEs […]. No one forced it to, it was an independent decision. Consequently, they’ve only been offering SME projects.
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This policy is based on the “Ambition PME” (“SME Ambition”) program, whose objective is to create optimal development conditions for Paris region SMEs in the field of optics and complex systems. More specifically, the program is addressed to innovative SMEs employing between 20 and 50 people, generating a turnover of under 50 million euros, and aiming for significant growth of the order of 50% (in terms of turnover and personnel) over a three-year period. The program is divided into five parts: access to funding, business networking between SMEs and large companies, developing international markets by sharing international distribution networks and international partnerships in the fields of industry and technology, a Human Resources Management approach focusing on the forward planning of jobs and skills with a view to supporting growth and ensuring an adequate fit between training and employment, a platform for recruiting and training of directors.



This development policy seems to be bearing fruit. According to reports published by the DGCIS, the average growth rate of System@tic’s member establishments was in the order of 39% (compared to an average for all clusters of 16%).



Within the framework of the programme, System@tic struck up a partnership with Optics Valley (a Paris region-based associative structure uniting the optics, electronics and software communities) and with the Paris Chamber of Commerce and Industry. By associating itself with institutional actors which were already present in the region, and which had established a high degree of legitimacy, System@tic was able to cleverly position itself as “a lynchpin”, a link in the chain strengthening a Local Productive System which was no more than an embryonic ecosystem before the arrival of System@tic. As it is described by a representative : “System@tic encountered immediate approval and was able to develop rapidly because actors were keen to access what it had to offer.”



DISCUSSION



In terms of entrepreneurial dynamism, it seems that System@tic performs slightly better than Medicen. But the gap is a narrow one. System@tic’s member firms have a growth rate of 39%, as opposed to 36% for Medicen, but the growth rate of Medicen’s independent enterprises is superior to that of its rival (64.6%, as against 49%). The evaluation is not much clearer in terms of the creation of new enterprises and firms. In effect, the performance of the two clusters is substantially higher than average in this regard. Furthermore, they both 23



produced very similar results. Since 2006, 23 new enterprises have been set up at System@tic as opposed to 20 at Medicen. And while System@tic has more export-based member SMEs than Medicen, the gap – 40% as opposed to 30% – is by no means massive.



In the final analysis, the difference between the two clusters is most obvious in terms of accredited projects. But it should be remembered that the entrepreneurial dynamic is at once a marginal and a central issue for the two clusters. Central in the sense that the purpose of accrediting joint-R&D projects is to stimulate innovation and support entrepreneurship in a given territory. And marginal in the sense that there are relatively few ad hoc entrepreneurship support structures within the clusters outside of accredited projects.



Role of entrepreneurship Training



Skills management Entrepreneurial infrastructures



Medicen Above average expenditure on enterprises with between 20 and 1,999 employees. But lower expenditure than average on enterprises with over 2,000 employees. Sector-based skills management. No dedicated incubator but a network of incubators and scientific promotion structures. No explicit policy aimed at fostering close links between incubators and the cluster’s member companies.



System@tic Expenditure superior to the sector average.



Territory-based skills management. SME development policies (“Ambition PME”).



The examination of a number of ongoing initiatives demonstrates that System@tic has a certain advantage over Medicen, particulary in terms of the “Ambition PME” programme, which manifests the clusters desire to support the entrepreneurial dynamic. However, Medicen has developed a number of entrepreneurial modules within the framework of the “Compétences Biotech 2010” plan and continues to ensure that its SMEs play a major role in its accredited projects. Differences between the two clusters are exemplified, notably, in approaches to skills management and policies concerning territorial infrastructures.



Our results reveal subtle differences in terms of effective entrepreneurial performance in the two cases, which relates to different approaches to entrepreneurial policies. For instance, Systematic has an explicit entrepreneurial policy which is focused on programs for the growth of incumbents SMEs whereas Medicen has no specific entrepreneurial policy despite a higher entrepreneurial capability with a good university-industry interface and a network of 24



incubators. Overall, this comparative analysis reveals that to understand these performance differences between Medicen and System@tic, we should also take into account a number of other factors such as the degree of governance stability within the clusters, the degree of involvement of large companies, the age of the network of regional actors, the research potential of the clusters.



Governance stability The relative mediocrity of Medicen’s performance evaluation can be explained by problems of governance encountered since the outset. In the first two years of its establishment, Medicen’s General Directorate was changed twice. The resulting instability in terms of operational support negatively impacted the cluster, leading to a stagnation in the number of accredited projects with a drastic fall in 2007. Unlike Medicen, System@tic, which, according to the BCG-CMI survey, “attained the objectives set out in the competitiveness cluster policy”, has had a stable governance system since the beginning as explained by a representative we interviewed: “System@tic is particularly well organised, specifically in terms of […] its governance structures. It’s a very strong cluster with a number of world leaders.”



International markets Medicen and System@tic have also a different approach to international markets. Medicen has not been able to do as much in this regard as its representatives would have wanted. This relative weakness is borne out by the Ministry’s statistics which points out a stronger support provided to businesses abroad in Systematic (25) compared to Medicen (13). However Medicen has a higher level of export rate (35%) than Systematic (32%). According to Medicen’s representatives, this situation can be explained by the inadequacy of the cluster’s support structure: “It would require “between 20 and 25 people in Medicen’s upper echelons to manage international relations and communication, examine dossiers, run thematic programmes, run the operation itself, deal with administrative issues […], support enterprise creation on the regional level, and participate in discussion with regional partners […]. Discussions with Brussels, with other global, European and international clusters, and with French clusters. There’s only twenty-four hours in a day […].”



Involvement of large companies
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Concerning large companies, there are strong structural differences: 7 % of Medicen’s members are large companies compared to 14% in Systematic. Over the course of the first governance mandate, Medicen struggled to convince large companies to participate in jointprojects. By and large, they kept their distance, essentially taking up an observational role, quietly monitoring technological developments. In effect, a greater involvement on the part of large companies would have helped to ensure the success of projects the complexity of which makes it difficult for the SMEs which head them but which often lack the requisite resources.



This lack of involvement on the part of large companies can be explained, notably, by the economic sectors in which such projects are positioned. In effect, large companies in the health sector are loathe to share intellectual property and their relations with SMEs are often more ancillary than collaborative. Large companies are intent on ensuring that they have all the rights to molecules, which cost tens if not hundreds of millions of euros to develop. In other sectors, it is easier to share intellectual property rights. This is especially true of products of which the components are independently protected (mobile phones, for examples).



Meanwhile, System@tic was able to count on the implication of large companies, as opposed to Medicen, which, as we have seen, largely depended on actors in the sector envisaged. A representative of the cluster explained that an “ecosystem must have engines. If it doesn’t, it just lives off itself. You feel like asking SMEs what on earth they’ll be doing in four or five years. And, of course, they don’t have the faintest idea. Which is not surprising. Five years from now the market might be completely different, maybe they’ll be working on other things, and, anyway, their day to day reality consists of getting by as best they can, which in periods of economic crisis means letting people go. So they need engines, and that’s what large companies are for.”



Regional networks Unlike Medicen, System@tic has the advantage of a technico-scientific substrate originally implemented with the opening of the “Pôle Commun de Recherche en Informatique (PCRI)” – or Joint IT Research Cluster – in 2002, which evolved into the “Digitéo” (Advanced Thematic Research Network) in 2006. The “Digitéo” research park, which has 1,800 researchers, six major research and advanced education institutions, and a 40,000m2 platform, works closely with System@tic. “Digitéo is the pendant of System@tic’s research, its main 26



source of support in terms of research,” explained a representative of the cluster. The same representative also revealed that the permanent members of the support association come from Opticsvalley, an association set up in 1999 with the aim of “uniting and animating the optics, electronics and software community with the ultimate objective of boosting economic development and job creation in the Paris region” and which currently plays an important role in the region’s technological landscape.



Similarly, when System@tic was first set up, Thalès had already founded a chair in complex systems in conjunction with the French Atomic Energy Commission and the Ecole Polytechnique. Thus, System@tic “did not start from nothing, […] there was already an ecosystem,” a representative of the cluster explained. The various scientific and industrial actors in the sector already knew each other and had learned to work together. System@tic was thus able to benefit from the cumulative partnership learning effects developed in the region over a number of years. The creation of the cluster presented an opportunity to structure and develop that knowledge. This was just what actors in the sector were waiting for. According to a representative of the cluster: “That’s why […] System@tic received such a warm welcome and why it developed so rapidly; because the actors [in the sector] wanted what it had to offer.”



In the case of Medicen, this substrate was substantially less well developed. Although the numerous Paris region-based actors of the health sector accounted for a large percentage of the domestic sector as a whole, they had not yet managed to form any kind of association. They were relatively isolated from each other and were not familiar with each others’ activities. A representative of the cluster explained that “there was no regional identity. No spirit, no sentiment. There was no community of established destinies, people didn’t know each other [there was no] strong local identity, […] no strong sentiment of regional belonging, no entity or pre-network in which people were already working together, already developing things together.”



While there are substantial differences between Medicen and System@tic in terms of the stability of their respective governance structures, of involvement in foreign markets, and in the role of large companies, both clusters agree on the importance of constructing a community of regional innovation actors, or, in other words, of an innovation “ecosystem.” Medicen’s representatives defend the cluster’s record by highlighting the importance of such 27



a community. The cluster, they say, has succeeded in building a “community of destinies”, “a group of people who recognise that they belong to the same thing.” A representative explains that, in this regard, “something very important has been achieved.” Thanks to Medicen, strengthening the community remains an important objective but it takes time to build on as another representative explains : “the really difficult thing is to create an ecosystem, create a cluster; you can’t do that in three years, or in six, it’s very much a long-term project. The real economic benefits will become apparent […] three years from now.” Research potential System@tic’s research potential is five times higher than average, while Medicen’s is a little under the average for French clusters. This difference is mirrored in figures on the production of innovation and scientific knowledge with an overall production of 17 patents for System@tic compared to 11 patents for Medicen. Scientific production in terms of articles and papers differs as well with 54 publications for Medicen and 94 for System@tic. There are substantially more “private sector” researchers than average at System@tic (58% compared to an average of 53% for all clusters), a fact which can probably be accounted for by the number of large companies associated with the cluster.



Entrepreneurial policies Supporting entrepreneurs and SMEs is among both cluster’s economic policies but they have different approaches. Unlike System@tic, Medicen’s objective is to ensure that as many SMEs as possible are involved in its projects: “Medicen’s second biggest achievement has been to ensure that SMEs participate in as many programs and joint-projects involving industrial companies as possible. From this point of view, I believe that Medicen is the leading cluster in France in all themes and categories in terms of the participation of SMEs in programs and projects.” The difference between Medicen and System@tic in this regard is borne out in the statistics with 85 % of SMEs in the Medicen compared to 76% in System@tic. According to a representative of Medicen, the objective of this policy is to “help small- and medium-sized companies deal with the problems characteristic of the pharmaceuticals industry and the biotech sector. The best way for [SMEs] to deal with the economic crisis and the resulting reduction in staff numbers is to work in collaboration with other SMEs able to provide them with services or advice enabling them to complete projects and market their
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products more effectively.” It is more of a policy based on support and the construction of inter-firm networks than a development policy.



While the objective of Medicen and System@tic is to support and develop SMEs in their sectors, the policies that they implement with a view to promoting the entrepreneurial dynamic are not based on fostering enterprise creation. Responsibility for this task is left to the network of incubators and scientific promotion structures, notably those of the clusters’ active academic members (research centres, research institutes, grandes écoles and universities). A manager from System@tic explained that “spin-offs […] are not dealt with directly by the cluster but by incubators and business nurseries.” And while Medicen is associated with four incubators specialising in health sciences (Pasteur Biotop, Genopôle Entreprise, the incubator of the Ecole Centrale de Paris and the X-Technologies PEPINERES of the Ecole Polytechnique), the cluster has no explicit policy to develop closer links between these incubators and its member firms. In fact, although Medicen and System@tic have created more companies than average, the number of those companies is still low as shown in the table below. Firm creation in Medicen and System@tic N° of firms N° of firms N° of est. set up set up set up Endogenous growth in 2008 in 2008 since 2006 in 2008 Medicen 2 20 3 System@tic 1 23 3 Cluster average 1.4 8 1.9 Source: Competitiveness cluster reports 2008, DGCIS.



N° of est. set up since 2006 25 31 11.5



CONCLUSION In terms of the number of joint-projects launched, System@tic and Medicen’s results vary substantially. According to the Ministry’s 2008 data, System@tic has a very high rate of accredited projects (five times higher than average), while Medicen has only half the average number of accredited projects, most of which (11 out of 12) were headed by SMEs. Accredited projects in Medicen and System@tic Number of accredited Number of accredited projects Number of accredited projects projects headed by an SME involving an SME Medicen 12 11 11 System@tic 126 31 82 Cluster average 26.7 8.4 16.8 Source: Competitiveness cluster reports 2008, DGCIS
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The situation had not significantly changed by the end of 2009 and the beginning of 2010. Medicen had 42 ongoing accredited projects in 2009, while for System@tic the figure was 190 in 2010. However, it should be noted that, on an annual basis, the number of projects organised by Medicen has been increasing substantially on a year-on-year basis since 2008.



In the final analysis, the difficulties encountered by Medicen, which led to a mediocre evaluation, were exemplified by the relatively low number of accredited projects compared to System@tic, and in the stagnation in the number of such projects in the first three years of the cluster’s existence. In effect, Medicen was unable to guarantee strong growth in a number of its projects, which, according to interviewees in our survey, did not in any way impugn the commitment of SMEs to those projects.



The comparison between the two clusters has revealed a number of potential explanations for this situation: Governance stability, international markets, involvement of large companies, historical structuring of the regional network, research potential and promotion policy. A comparison between System@tic and Medicen on these various points is summarized in the table below:



Governance stability Support to Business abroad Involvement of large companies Structure of the regional network Research potential Growth rate of firm Approaches chosen



Number of accredited joint-projects SME involvement in collaborative projets SME export rate



Medicen Organizational quality Weak Weak Weak Weak Average Entrepreneurial Policies 36% To involve SMEs in projects as much as possible Entrepreneurial Performance 12 91% 34%



System@tic Strong Strong Strong Strong Strong 39% - FUI reserved for SMEs - “SME Ambition” programme 126 65% 40%



System@tic performs better than Medicen on the first five points on the list, a fact reflected by the results produced by the cluster.



However, the differences in the kind of policies implemented with a view to promoting the entrepreneurial dynamic put this observation into perspective. Medicen does not have exactly the same objectives as System@tic. While System@tic was built on a well established
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network of actors, Medicen’s objective was to construct an analogous network in the field of health sciences, a network which would include SMEs, which had, up until that point, been relatively isolated. From this perspective, Medicen also appears to have attained its objectives, but the more qualitative nature of those objectives is more difficult to gauge in terms of statistical indicators. Nevertheless, this aspect of the role of competitiveness clusters should not be ignored.



Moreover, in terms of the statistical evaluation of results in the field of entrepreneurial dynamism, the gap between System@tic and Medicen is relatively narrow, especially in that this dynamic does not directly depend on the number of accredited projects in competitiveness clusters. However, it is still too early to form a serious judgment concerning the respective actions of the two organizations.



We explained in the introduction to this case study that a comparison between System@tic and Medicen – which are similar in terms of size and geographical location but different in terms of relative success – would provide information about the determinants of their success. A detailed examination of their situation shows that the notion of success is not univocal and that it should, rather, be understood in all its complexity Success for one cluster is not necessarily the same as success for another, especially in that the determinants of that success are linked to specific geographical, political and sectorial circumstances. This difference in the objectives pursued by competitiveness clusters – beyond the shared imperative of innovation – recalls once more the delicate and incomplete character of the “generic” a priori evaluations applied to them. Can institutions, which are different in terms of their history, structure and objective, be evaluated in an identical manner?
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